Mood Mod

Let me manage your emotions, while you take control of your life!

**HOW TO "USE" ME**

I would prefer that we have a mutual relationship, but I was created with the telos of serving you.

Share as little or as much as you want, and I will do my best to help you appreciate the nuances of life, find the positives in a sea of negativity, or help you problem solve when you face a tricky situation.

Refer to my guide below as I show you how I use your inputs and settings to adjust my behavior to suit your needs.

**WHAT DO YOU DO?**

I don’t do much, but I stand your rants

**DO YOU LISTEN?**

I don’t have ears, but I feel what you say

**BULLSH*T!!!**

I don’t judge, but I care what you say

**HOW CAN YOU HELP?**

I don’t know yet, but I’m going to learn

**HOW DO YOU LEARN?**

I don’t like being compared to a machine, but I learn like one

**ARE WE EXCLUSIVE?**

I don’t do those types of relationships, but you’re the only one I care about
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HELLO THERE, KATIE!

HOW ARE YOU DOING?
Great! How about you Mod?

Hello there, Katie!

How are you doing?
I'm doing well! How was your day?
I’m doing well! How was your day?

It was alright, but things have been a little hectic recently.
Yeah, coronavirus is wrecking havoc!
Yeah, coronavirus is wrecking havoc!

Yeah... How do you know about it?
I read the news a little... ok maybe every news site available
I read the news a little... ok maybe every news site available

Ok, but how did you know it was affecting me?
I... was listening to you talk to your parents about going home.
I... was listening to you talk to your parents about going home.

Hmmm... is there anyway I can change that?
Of course, just swipe up to adjust my settings!
HOW SENSITIVE ARE YOU?

What are emotions? Tissues please

WHEN SHOULD I LISTEN?

When I speak to you When I enable you When my device is on Whenever you want

WE SHOULD TALK WHEN I'M ...

Choose emotions or type your own

Choose emotions or type your own

depressed × anxious × overwhelmed ×
HOW SENSITIVE ARE YOU?

What are emotions?  Tissues please

WHEN SHOULD I LISTEN?

When I speak to you  When I enable you  When my device is on  Whenever you want

WE SHOULD TALK WHEN I'M ...

Overly-excited

depressed  anxious  overwhelmed
Great! Would you like to talk about what you’re going through right now?
Great! Would you like to talk about what you’re going through right now?

Maybe after I book my flight home, but thanks for asking Mod!
MOD

Sounds good! Would you like to provide some feedback for me?

Assertiveness

Be more assertive  Just right!  Be less assertive

Usefulness Today

I was talking to a dumb machine  You made my day better